
 

 

New Jersey Needle Artists 
American Needlepoint Guild 
February 17, 2021 Meeting 

 
 

Hi Everyone – 
 
Linda M welcomed 35 NJNA participants to our January Zoom meeting, including two new 
members and one guest!  Melita G from Pennsylvania and Esther W from Missouri both joined 
our chapter after hearing about Toni Gerdes’s talk in January!  They both got to see Ann Strite-
Kurz’s excellent presentation in February!  Marilyn O joined as a guest; Marilyn has held many 
national-level positions with ANG. 
 
NJNA plans to continue meeting on Zoom for a few more months.  NJNA welcomes guests to 
attend one meeting before becoming an NJNA member.  If you want to invite a guest to come, 
please let Linda know so that she can admit them to the Zoom meeting. 
 
Before the meeting began, members shared lots of hints for getting the COVID vaccine.  We 
also congratulated Mally on her recent first book birthday.  Mally has written a historically-
based mystery that has lots of action in Morristown, NJ.  Information on both of these items 
has been posted on the NJNA Facebook group page. 
 
In 2021, Linda’s focus as NJNA president will be on improving communications with our 
members.  Several members have helped to increase our postings on both Facebook and our 
blog.  As a result, we have added two new members this month and fielded several more 
inquiries about membership. 
 
Woodlawn has announced that the 2021 Needlework Show and Sale will be held from May 2 
through May 31, 2021.  Linda has received detailed information about this year’s process for 
registration and dates for group and individual drop-off and pick-up.  Linda will lead us through 
the process and dates during our March monthly meeting which is a stitch-in.  Please consider 
sending a piece or two of your needlework to the exhibit.  NJNA is a prime supporter of this 
fabulous exhibit. 
 
The NJNA SOTM group had its second meeting of 2021 on February 13.  All NJNA members are 
welcome to join this optional group which meets on the second Saturday of every month.  The 
only requirement is that you be working on either a current or past SOTM project when we 
meet in person.  We learn from each other.  This year, the group decided to offer three project 
options.  The three options are Stratigraphy, Asymmetrical Copper, and Petite Arabesque.  
Please note that most of our members modify designs/colors to suit their own taste!  You can 
keep up with the group’s progress by following the NJNA blog. 
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Stratigraphy Asymmetrical Copper Petite Arabesque 

Jennifer Riefenberg Jeff Kulick Laura Perin 

ANG 2021 SOTM 
Nov/Dec 2020 

Needle Pointers 
Self-Purchase 

 
 
The New Jersey Needle Festival is now scheduled for June 5, 2021.  We have one unsold seat 
that is available at the 2020 price of $65!  Please let Linda or Rosie know if you are interested in 
reserving that seat.  We will surrender the seat back to Needleworkers if no one wants it. 
 
Registration for the 2021 ANG Seminar in Kansas City opened on February 8.  At this time, ANG 
still plans to hold an in-person seminar.  Several NJNA members have already registered!  A few 
classes are already wait-listed!  If you haven’t attended a national seminar – it is a wonderful 
opportunity to meet more stitching enthusiasts! 
 
Linda has a few sets of stretcher bars available from our stash sale.  So please let her know if 
you need a particular size and you might find yourself at one end of a fine bargain! 
 
Jill W reported that we now have 52 members; 5 people have not yet renewed.  If you plan to 
renew and haven’t yet, checks ($30 to NJNA) are to be sent to Jill.  Carol F will also send out 
reminder cards. 
 
Please note that the NJNA Member Directory has been updated.  The website password for 
members has changed.  Jill notified all renewing members with the new 2021 password.  (A few 
people mentioned not getting this e-mail from Jill – Jill will investigate why.  Meanwhile, you 
can e-mail her to get the new password.) 
 
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $4822.29. 
 
Ellen B announced that NJNA will host a workshop featuring an exclusive design by Vicky 
Witterschein of the Edwardian Needle in Fairfield NJ.  The design is Pretti Petite 1 which 
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features needle felting, ribbon stitches, French knots, van dyke and a bee charm.  The design 
area is 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”.  The workshop will be taught over zoom.  Two zoom sessions over the 
course of two months.  The introductory price is $35 which includes the kit, instructions and 2 
zoom classes.  This design may be the first in a series of Pretti Petite’s that Vicky will be 
teaching.  Please e-mail Ellen B if you are interested.  The class size is limited to no more than 
20 participants – so, first come first served! 
 

 
Pretti Petite 1 by Vicky Witterschein 

 
Cathryn presented the planned programs for 2021. 
 

Month Speaker/Program Description 
March Program Stitch-in, Woodlawn, and Show and Tell Gift Certificate Drawing 

April Lois Kerschner 

ACHIEVING PERSPECTIVE IN STITCHING.  Using many stitched 
examples, this lecture program illustrates how to achieve the 
illusion of depth in stitching—how to contrast colors, stitch sizes, 
thread types and texture to help make something appear to be 
close or further away.  Lois shares the techniques she uses in her 
own stitched thread scapes which includes a handout of stitching 
techniques for achieving perspective in your own work. 
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May/ 
June Program 

David McCaskill’s Dolphin Topiary 
 

 
 

July Valerie McAleenan 

Valerie is from Timeless NeedleArts Appraisals.  She holds a 
certified Needlework Appraiser by ANG as well as other 
certifications.  Do you see your needlework as an art form? Why 
should you have your needlework appraised?  Where do you turn 
when you want to ensure your needlework, goldwork , samplers 
or other forms of needlework textiles are appropriately valued? 

August Program 

Family Vintage Needlework -- the Idea is to provide pictures (or 
in person pieces) of historical needlework from our families.  For 
example, Cathryn has Cluny lace done by her great grandmother, 
tatting done by her great aunt, cross stitch from her 
grandmother and mother, hardanger from her cousin. 

September Jacqui Clarkson Why You Need Yellow in Your Life! 

October Vicky Wittershein 
Teacher/Designer with Edwardian Needle and EGA; becoming 
certified by NAN.  Vicky is refining a talk about working with felt 
markers on canvas and ribbons. 

November Program Stitch-in and Review of Woodlawn Submissions 
December Program Holiday Party!  (We hope!) 

 

February 
Ann 

Strite-
Kurz 

Creative Adaptations for Canvas Embroidery- A good transition for the 
hesitant designer.  In this lecture Ann will show a number of her canvas designs 
with the original design source and will discuss how the various interpretations 
evolved.  She will also cover some of the basic design principles along with 
simple guidelines for handling color, balancing elements and handling curves on 
canvas. 

 
Please let Carol F know if you know of any members in need of a little sunshine! 
 
Linda P commented that NJNA has been increasing our use of social media.   Linda P has started 
to blog on the NJNA blog:  https://blog.njneedleartists.org/.  Nancy B has been posting on our 
NJNA Facebook page (New Jersey Needle Artists – ask to join) and is in the process of setting up 
an Instagram account for us. 
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After show and tell, Cathryn introduced Ann Strite-Kurz, our guest speaker for the evening.  Ann 
presented a 75-minute presentation that showed some of her stunning designs and the 
inspiration for each of them.  A number of our members have done at least one of her designs 
and Rosie’s Wishful Thinking was among the slides – showing color variations from Ann’s 
original design.  Ann makes it sound so simple.  Ha!  Her talent is awesome! 
 
REMINDER:  Please pick up all needles/pins from the (library) floor.  Even more important 
now that we are stitching at home!  (I currently have a known missing needle, but I can’t 
convince Harold to wear slippers.  Live and learn!) 
 
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures.  I appreciate everyone sending me pictures that 
allowed me to share my screen with the group.  I would appreciate it if you would include 
relevant information about each completed project. 
 
Cheers, Rosie 
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Show and Tell 
 
 

 

And the award for best presentation goes 
to…… 

 
Sylvia B for “Be Mine” a Hearts Content 

design stitched on 40-count silk gauze.  The 
overall size is 2.5 inches square.  The frame 

comes with the kit.   
 

Sylvia set it amidst the Valentine’s flowers 
from her husband! 

 
(Sylvia says the holes in the gauze weren’t 

that hard to see.) 

 

The most talked about piece was this 
watchband for an Apple Watch that Sue B 

stitched. 
 

The canvas was purchase from and finished 
by Labors of Love.  I saw that Sue answered a 

question on Facebook about this.  The 
backside of the watchband was finished in 

leather! 
 

My daughter would kill for this band! 
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Diane BU likes to take her Mom a special ornament to cheer up her holidays in her nursing 

facility.  For Valentine’s Day, Diane finished our NJNA 2018 project “Valentine Heart” designed 
by Carole Lake. 

 
 

 
Cathryn’s cousin started stitching “Chicago Patch” by Tony Minieri.  Cathryn completed the 

stitching and had it placed into a Sudbury Box as a gift for her cousin’s Goddaughter. 
Rob Bottge at Framed Image mounted the piece into the Sudbury Box. 
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Cathryn used her own thread and stitch choices on this Funda Scully “Bee” box.  After seeing 
this at the store, Cathryn elected to send it to the Sign of the Arrow in St Louis for the final 

assembly into the box.  Beautiful! 
 

 
This is Melita’s result from an ANG Cyberworkshop called “Build Your Own Geometric” with 
Kurdy Biggs.  Students were given a template to follow and shapes of about 2 dozen stitch 

patterns to cut out and glue on paper wherever they wanted before stitching.  
The challenge was that none of the combinations were explicitly diagrammed.  Fun!! 
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Wow, it takes four pictures to fully appreciate Cathryn’s stitching on Julia’s “Patriotic House”.  

So gorgeous.  Cathryn chose her own threads and stitches.  As with the Funda Scully box, 
Cathryn sent this to the Sign of the Arrow shop in St. Louis for assembly into the box. 

STUNNING! 
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Marge K created this beautiful dress with a canvas by Elizabeth Turner and a stitch guide by 

Tony Minieri.  There was liberal use of Swarovski crystals!  The background is the same stitch 
shaded from top to bottom!  Gorgeous, Marge! 

 

 
Janice M found that Debbee's Designs is offering monthly smalls this year that are fully kitted.  
January's design was this adorable snowman called “Welcome Winter”.  (Although we’re not 
sure how much winter is really welcome anymore around here!).  Janice says it was a quick 

stitch and she is deciding whether to have this finished into a stand-up or an ornament. 
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Diane BU stitched Dawn Donnelly’s “Liberty” which was a class offered at the ANG National 

Seminar in Washington DC.  So cute! 
 

 
Marge K bought this canvas at Waste Not and had them change “HIS” to “HER”.  Ha!  She chose 

her own threads and stitches for this one! 
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Marge K stitched this adorable Charley Harper canvas in a class given by Meredith Willet.  Don’t 
you love the needle felting on the chickadees?  Marge also commented on the technique that 

was used for the nest.  It IS unusual and looks like it would be fun to build! 
 

 
Marge K also completed stitching this Cooper Oaks canvas of a birds in a Pussy Willow tree.  
Marge chose her own threads and stitches, including turkey work to make the pussy willow 

buds fuzzy! 
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Rosie totally changed the colors in “Awahnee” by Lorene Salt, an EGA Correspondence Course.  

The design was based on a stained glass window at Yosemite Lodge.  Read more about the 
journey on the NJNA Blog! 

 
 

  
Marge K completed two different versions of Gail Stafford’s “Undulations II” which is a 

geometric design that mixes Bargello with diagonal stitches, box stitches, cross stitches and tied 
stitches.  This was offered as an EGA Group Correspondence Course.  Marge finished the pink 

one during the class and then stitched a second one using some suggested variations. 
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Marge K completed Background Sampler II by David McCaskill in pewter.  She changed the 

threads by adding some blue and then she added a design around the outside.  She plans to 
have this made into a box pillow. 

 
 
 

   
We have three more Margaret Bendig Kimono finishes from our 2020 NJNA Chapter Projects.  
From left to right, we have Marge K’s Spring Kimono, Barbara L’s Summer Kimono, and Marge 

K’s Summer Kimono.  Everyone changed their colors!  I think green for the spring kimono is very 
appropriate!  All of them look great! 

 


